
Introduction

From the late 1940s until well into the 1960s, East German officials and the East German press
attacked the influence of American popular culture on East and West German youth. First
targeting westerns, gangster movies, and jazz, then rock ‘n’ roll, East German authorities
claimed that American imports destroyed the German cultural heritage, that they “barbarized”
both East and West German adolescents, and made them prone to fascist seduction. Particularly
in the first half of the 1950s, many West Germans reacted defensively to these suggestions and
sometimes wondered whether East Germans better protected their youth. West Germans, too,
worried that the “hot rhythms” of American music or the “sex appeal” of movie stars like
Marlon Brando posed threats—either to West German adolescents or to the broader project of
West German reconstruction, or both. By the late 1950s, however, city officials were opening
jazz clubs for adolescents all over West Germany, and Defense Minister Franz-Josef Strauß
announced that jazz was a proper music for the West German army. West Germans now
flaunted their own openness, criticized East Germany’s continued repression of American
influences, and ridiculed East German assertions that, for example, rock ‘n’ roll posed a
political threat. Within ten years, the German Cold War had undergone a significant
transformation, one in which cultural consumption played a central role.

This study investigates how and why, in the postwar period, East and West German
encounters with American popular culture were crucial to (re)constructions of German
identities in the two states. The project places the conflicts between adolescents and
authorities over American cultural influences in the context of the legacy of National Socialism
and the emerging Cold War. The Nazis had banned much of American popular culture, and after
1945, American movies, jazz, rock ‘n’ roll, dances, and fashions remained hotly contested in
East and West Germany. The study focuses on the most controversial U.S. imports, which
constituted, at the same time, the most debated aspects of consumer culture for both East and
West Germans.

Two interconnected concerns shaped battles within and between the two German states over
American influences. First, East and West German authorities perceived American cultural
imports as a threat to established gender norms. Second, in responding to American popular
culture, which often had roots in African American culture, Germans confronted their own
notions of racial hierarchies. Arguments between adolescents and authorities over American
influences were contests over moral, cultural, and political authority; they illuminate the
complicated ways in which East and West German authorities used conceptions of racial and
gender difference both to contain Americanized youth cultures in their own territories and to
fight the Cold War battle. In spite of many ideological differences, authorities in both German
states made their citizens’ cultural consumption central to their political reconstruction
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efforts.1
After 1945, with the Allied occupation and the opening of its market, West Germany

experienced an unprecedented influx of American goods, from nylon stockings to popular
music. The impact of these imports was by no means restricted to West Germany; especially
via Berlin, it reached both sides of the Iron Curtain. Until the construction of the Wall in August
1961, a constant stream of people flowed back and forth between East and West Berlin. Large
numbers of East Berliners and East Germans shopped and enjoyed themselves in West Berlin.
Sometimes whole East Berlin school classes would cross into the Western sectors to watch
movies. Many East Berlin boys and girls frequented West Berlin music halls, and young people
from all over the GDR (the German Democratic Republic, or East Germany) would go to West
Berlin to buy “boogie-woogie shoes” with thick soles, jeans, leather jackets, or records (in
spite of prohibitive exchange rates). At home some of them would tune into Western radio
stations, especially AFN (American Forces Network) and Radio Luxemburg, to listen to the
latest American hits. And even after the building of the Wall, radio broadcasts and visitors
continued to transport American popular culture into East Germany. Thus, America’s impact
was felt in both Germanies.

Given its increasing pervasiveness in daily life, American popular culture held an important
place in East and West German attempts to regulate the cultural consumption of their citizens.
While the two German sides of the Cold War developed their political and cultural visions in
constant reference to each other, both German states also had a common focal point with
America. Both Germanies were facing the difficult task of constructing national identities out
of the rubble left by National Socialism and World War II, and under the conditions of the
emerging Cold War separation. It was frequently in relation to the United States—long
recognized as the most developed consumer culture—that each Germany laid claim to a
German heritage and tried to define what it meant to be German.2

The divided city of Berlin was at the front lines of these battles. For each side, Berlin
provided a showcase of its respective political, economic, and cultural systems. Because the
two Germanies and their respective allies competed visibly for the allegiance of Germans in
this city, Berlin is a major focal point of this study. Neither West nor East Berlin was strictly
representative of all of West or East Germany, but what happened there reverberated
throughout the two states.

Ever more visibly, American music and movies provided models of dress and behavior for
young East and West Germans in the 1950s. In the first half of the decade, East and West
German authorities were mainly concerned about American westerns, jazz, and dances like the
boogie. After 1955 the arrival of American “young rebel,” movies like The Wild One with
Marlon Brando and Blackboard Jungle with Sidney Poitier, along with rock ‘n’ roll,
exacerbated the worries of parents and officials about American influences. Especially
unsettling were youth riots that shook East and West Germany in the years from 1955 to 1959.
Although young men constituted the majority of rioters, the public visibility of many young
women as fans of American film and rock ‘n’ roll stars further heightened anxieties.

In East and West Germany, adolescents’ embrace of American popular culture caused
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anxiety because commentators linked consumption, sexuality, and femininity. These links have
characterized discourses on consumer culture since the nineteenth century, when observers all
across Europe began to comment on the voracious female shoppers in the new department
stores who appeared to gain sexual pleasure from their activities. The links drawn were often
rhetorical and did not mean that men did not venture into department stores, or for that matter,
did not go to the movies. Nonetheless commentators have responded to almost every
phenomenon of mass consumption, whether movies or dance fads, by reaffirming the usually
negative connections with femininity. During the early days of cinema before World War I,
bourgeois male German observers, for example, expressed worries about and fascination with
what occurred on and off the screen. Alleging that prostitutes dominated movie audiences,
these commentators also reported that they themselves felt sexually stimulated; movies thus
threatened, as Heide Fehrenbach has put it, their “masculine powers of discrimination.”3 Men
like the Dandies of the nineteenth century, who showed too much interest in fashion, were
quickly criticized as unmanly. At the same time particular “male” forms of consumption
developed in the bourgeoisie. Since the nineteenth century, collecting in particular has been an
acceptable leisure pursuit for men, and indeed has usually not even been labeled
“consumption.” And also since the nineteenth century, the negative connotations of consumption
have been at opposition with its important “positive” function—that of representing, through
the display of goods, one’s family, one’s class, and, increasingly, also one’s nation and one’s
self.4 This tension certainly persisted in Cold War Germany.

In fact, the alleged connections between the consumption of mass culture, the
oversexualization of women, and the feminization of men were particularly worrisome to East
and West Germans in the 1950s. After the defeat of National Socialism and in the face of the
Cold War, authorities in both states saw the success of reconstruction as dependent on
reconfiguring and revalidating Germanness. Defining normative gender roles was important to
these reconstruction projects.

Many Germans understood the war and postwar years as a period of gender upheaval and
even crisis. Women clearly outnumbered men in the population. During the war, women
entered the workforce in unprecedented numbers, and once fighting had ended they were
largely responsible for maintaining their families. Many German men did not come back from
the war, many others returned with physical or psychological wounds, and some simply hid.
While Germans did not discuss the atrocities that German men had committed as soldiers in the
Wehrmacht, particularly on the Eastern front and in parts of Europe occupied by the Nazis,
there was a widespread sense that men had failed as the defenders of and providers for
German women and children. Commentators in East and West began to worry about overly
powerful women and weak men. In all zones, climbing divorce rates and liaisons between
German women and occupation soldiers exacerbated such worries.5 These visions of overly
sexual or overly strong women and weakened men coexisted with the specter of young men—
whether postwar black marketeers, juvenile delinquents, or underground members of the Hitler
Youth (so-called werewolves)—whose aggressive potential had not been tamed in the name of
the state.6 Such aggressive young men appeared as another threat to the renewal of social
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stabilität.
Attempts to resolve the gender crisis of war and occupation are indicative of differences

and similarities between the two new Germanies.7 Theconstitutions of both German states
guaranteed the legal equality of men and women, but each state fulfilled this mandate
differently. Whereas in West Germany, women did not achieve legal equality within marriage
until the late 1950s, and illegitimate children did not gain full legal recognition until 1969, East
German laws had instituted these rights by 1950. In West Germany, legal equality for women
and men proved compatible with the promotion of the so-called housewife marriage, in which
wives stayed at home, preferably with children, while their husbands earned the family
income. Politicians and social scientists, across party lines, hailed this ideal nuclear family as
the one institution that had not been tainted by National Socialism and as the best guarantee for
postwar social and political stabilität. Indeed these families, which were far from the reality
for a great number of West Germans, would serve as a contrast to and line of defense against
the encroachments of both Communism and American-style consumer culture.8

The East German government, under Soviet pressure, actively encouraged women to enter
the workforce and also guaranteed “equal pay for equal work.” Like West German politicians,
GDR leaders located their vision in the context of the Cold War. Already in the 1950s, they had
announced that “equal standing” for women was an important achievement that proved the
superiority of socialism over the capitalist system. But even though East German married
women and mothers entered the workforce in significantly higher numbers than West German
women, a gender division of labor persisted. Women were more likely to be employed in
“maternal” occupations, including education, welfare, and health care. Even when more
women entered technical education programs and jobs in the 1960s, they continued to shoulder
the main burdens of homemaking.9 And in the aftermath of National Socialism and war, in East
Germany too the family appeared as a haven of stabilität. As in West Germany images of
women constructing a homey place were a staple in the illustrated press.10 The position of the
family as an apolitical refuge, however, was never un-problematic for a regime that sought to
undertake a fundamental transformation of German society in the name of socialism. Whereas
“reprivatizing” the family in West Germany meant strengthening the role of the father both in
legal terms and in public imagery, this did not happen to the same degree in East Germany.11

Nevertheless, similarities in gender norms and sexual mores in the two Germanies did not
simply disappear with the Cold War. The fact that illegitimate children enjoyed equal rights
and that single mothers received preferential treatment in procuring daycare in the GDR shows
that premarital sex and single motherhood were somewhat more acceptable there. At the same
time, women’s rights were clearly limited. As in West Germany, access to abortions was very
restrictive after 1950.12 Authorities in both states established heterosexuality within marriage
and in the service of reproduction as the explicit norm for men and women.13 And most East
and West German women, like German women after World War I, considered their dominant
role as providers for their families during the disruptions of the war and immediate postwar
years to be temporary.14 Although East German officials urged women to engage in wage labor,
leaders in both states constructed ideals of male protectors and asexual female caretakers.
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Young men and women with a strong taste for American music and fashions challenged these
norms and exacerbated East and West German concerns about the consumption of American
popular culture. Although young men were frequently the focus of debates about young rebels,
authorities in East and West Germany invoked American and German women as instigators of
the youth rebellion and also made them key to containing the problems they associated with
consumer culture. And yet, in spite of all these worries, the 1950s were also the years of the
“economic miracle” in West Germany, and the years when competition over which state could
better provide its citizens with consumer goods became a central feature of the Cold War.
Perhaps as never before, the negative connotations of consumption coexisted in uneasy tension
with its ever more important social, national, and indeed international function. This led to
many attempts to rechannel and redefine the consumer habits of adolescents.

In the first half of the 1950s, many similarities existed between the cultural visions of the
two Germanies. In often vehement rejections of American culture, both sides conflated
uncontrolled sexuality, African American culture, and German lower-class culture, and linked
all three to fascism.15 West Germans, in spite of their military and political alliance with the
United States, were trying to separate themselves from Bolshevism in the East and from the
allegedly emasculating powers of American-style consumer culture in the West. East Germans,
who did not have to negotiate between their hostility toward consumer culture and westward
political integration, even more explicitly directed their cultural policies against the
“American way of life.”

In the second half of the 1950s, West German strategies for containing Americanized youth
cultures changed, and in turn transformed, the Cold War battle between the two Germanies.
Facing young rioters with a penchant for American fashions, West German social scientists and
politicians, influenced by American thinkers like David Riesman, increasingly accommodated
the consumption of American popular culture. While East German authorities continued to
attack and repress American influences, U.S. and West German policies toward East Germany
now employed some forms of American popular culture as a Cold War weapon—to integrate
their own adolescents and to delineate the communist “other” The cultural consumption of
American jazz, for example, became part of the vision of liberalism and pluralism that West
German authorities sought to transmit to both their own citizens and their Cold War enemies to
the East.

These transformations in the reception and mobilization of American popular culture were
accompanied by changing visions of racial differences, in particular between Germans and
African Americans. Although many post-World War II attacks against Americanized youth
cultures employed racial slurs and stereotypes, “race” has hardly been a category of analysis
in histories of the German post-Nazi period.16 Indeed, scholars are only beginning to explore
the significance of race in Germany’s encounter with the United States. Conflicts over
American popular culture make it possible to examine how East and West Germans
transformed their history of constructing racial hierarchies when the defeat of National
Socialism had discredited a German national identity based on biological racial superiority
The issues of race and ethnicity deserve particular attention in the study of two societies
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grappling with the legacy of the Third Reich.
Since the nineteenth century, Germans had made race central to German national identity

German visions of racial hierarchies had manifested themselves most forcefully in anti-
Semitism, but many Germans also saw blacks (along with other groups like Gypsies) as
racially inferior.17 While racism fueled all nineteenth-century European imperialism, German
colonial rule in Africa was notoriously harsh, provoking such revolts as the Herero and Maji-
Maji uprisings between 1904 and 1907, which were brutally crushed by German troops.18 In
the 1920s, Germans were unified in their antagonism toward blacks when the French
occupation army in the Rhineland included many Senegalese. The Nazis forced children of
unions between these soldiers and German women to undergo compulsory sterilization.19

Anxieties surfaced again, when African American soldiers came to Germany as part of the
American occupying forces after World War II.20 Debates over American popular culture, and
in particular its African American influences, also reveal that after 1945 many Germans
continued to define Germanness in racial terms. East and West German authorities rejected
many American movie and music stars and their German fans as transgressors of racial and
gender boundaries.

Yet the terms in which Germans interpreted “cultural difference’’—between Germany and
the United States, as well as among different groups within Germany—changed. This study
traces the shift from a biologically based understanding of human differences, with links to
eugenics, to one that believed differences to be rooted in psychology. Eugenics as a
“scientific” way of managing the reproduction of a “healthy” nation had permeated German
debates on social policy as well as on culture since the turn of the century. Some of the terms
linked to eugenics persisted in the years after 1945. For example, a West German youth expert
described rock ‘n’ roll dancers as “wild barbarians in ecstasy,” while East German authorities
criticized the East and West German adolescents who adopted “decadent” and “degenerate”
American styles of dancing allegedly rooted in brothels and gangster hangouts.21 The use of
terms like “degenerate” marked adolescents’ deviations from norms of male and female
respectability as unacceptable by invoking, often implicitly, a racial logic that believed
Germans to be superior to Jews, blacks, and other groups like Gypsies.

However, National Socialism and its racist population policies that culminated in the
Holocaust discredited eugenics. The horrors of National Socialism also coincided with and
fostered the rise of a new antiracist social science discourse in the United States and Great
Britain, often with participation of German émigrés. By the 1950s, West German social
scientists, many of them drawing on American models, analyzed differences between groups of
people in psychological terms. Although communists looked on the social sciences with much
suspicion, these developments also had an impact east of the Iron Curtain. By the 1960s,
expressions associated with eugenics had largely disappeared from East and West German
discussions of social or cultural phenomena, such as juvenile delinquency or adolescents’
fascination with American imports. Along with the acceptability of ideas about racial
hierarchies based on biological differences, the idea that “race” mattered at all in Germany
also vanished.22
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Talking about race is not easy in the context of postwar Germany where people do not
perceive themselves as “raced": Most East and West Germans reject the notion that German
identities after 1945 were in any way racial. Indeed in both Germanies the term “race” became
taboo. Yet, even this denial shows how potent the issue of race and racial hierarchies remained
in the postwar period. This study not only traces how a terminology based on biological
hierarchies disappeared, it also suggests how a psychologically based discourse could
reaffirm and even reassert racial hierarchies.

In investigating the visions of German civilization that made young male and female rebels
appear to be extraordinary threats in both Germanies, this study explores how gender norms
were intertwined with concepts of racial and class difference. Jazz and rock ‘n’ roll were
controversial because East and West Germans saw them as African American or African
American-influenced music that undermined the respectability of German men and women.
Conversely, asserting gender norms frequently served to distinguish civilized Germanness from
the alleged threats of African American culture.23 Moreover, commentators in both Germanies
frequently associated adolescents’ adoption of American styles with working-class culture. In
response, West German elites sought to assert bourgeois respectability and bourgeois culture
as an antidote to adolescent rebelliousness. For East German socialists the links between
American influences and working-class culture posed special difficulties, since they saw
peasants and workers, led by the party, as the main agents in the desired social and political
transformations. Taken together, the discussions of American influence on German youth show
the complicated intersections of gender, sexuality, class, and race in East and West German
constructions of national identities.24 Conflicts over Americanized youth cultures in the 1950s
were part of a long trajectory of naming, containing, and rejecting “difference” in order to
bolster domestic and international dominance.25

The end of the Cold War has fully opened the post-1945 period for comparative historical
inquiry. This study uses newly available sources in East Germany and is one of few to look at
East and West Germany together: it traces the flow of cultural styles from West to East,
compares reactions on both sides, and explores struggles between them. While it draws on
frameworks developed in gender and (sub)cultural studies, it also investigates the significance
of state intervention, showing how opposing political systems contained youth rebellions. This
approach is especially promising, since cultural studies have left East Germany largely
unexplored.26 Further, when examining differences between the two systems and their
institutional frameworks, it is also important to show continuities between the two, which have
been largely ignored in both political discourse and scholarship. The totalitarianism paradigm
in the West, which posits a close analogy between socialism and fascism, and the fascism
paradigm in the East, which declares fascist regimes and capitalist liberal democracies
equivalent and which dominated in the Communist Bloc, have often rendered any similarities
between state socialism and liberal democracies invisible. Careful attention to the constant
interaction between East and West makes it possible to analyze the dynamics of socialist
oppression and to investigate the fissures that the economic miracle and a liberal political
culture obscured in the West.
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Comparisons with the United States inform this project on several levels. For one, Germans
reacted strongly to American influences because of their respective assumptions about right
and wrong in U.S. culture and society. American popular culture did not have a uniform or
unifying effect, but since it was commercial and mass-mediated it made America into an ever
more important reference point for both Germanies. Second, the study details the impact of
U.S. social-science research and U.S. government policies. It examines their impact on West
German attitudes toward East and West German youth cultures and on West German Cold War
policy. Third, comparisons of reactions to youth cultures between the two Germanies on the
one hand and the United States on the other make it possible to tease out the specific visions of
culture and politics that all three developed.

In spite of the significance of the 1950s youth rebellion, many scholars of postwar East and
West Germany have completely ignored youth cultures and have seen intellectuals as the only
ones who resisted Babittry or conformity in the 1950s. The existing accounts of 1950s youth
cultures have also underestimated their significance. Jost Hermand, for example, has claimed
that in West Germany, rock ‘n’ roll for the younger generation was considered rebellious;
however, he has used the Marxist idea of negative cooptation to conclude that this image of
rebellion channeled the dissatisfaction of the lower classes, and their potential political
resistance, into the arena of compensatory entertainment.27 Most Western analysts of East or
West Germany, both politicians at the time or scholars since, have failed to look at 1950s youth
cultures as a source of resistance, although adolescents rebelled in public and private and
sometimes experienced severe persecution. Timothy Ryback has rejected the notion that rock
‘n’ roll could have assumed any political significance for East Germany, other than highlighting
the repressive stance of East Bloc authorities.28 His interpretation echoes liberal assessments
that have evaluated 1950s West German youth cultures not as misguided resistance but as
apolitical from the outset.29 Kaspar Maase has recently tried to reclaim the significance of
West German youth cultures in the 1950s and has shown how important American cultural
influences were in changing conservative value systems in West Germany: young working-
class men, he argues, used American popular culture to develop a “civil” identity. Yet Maase,
too, has explicitly located the actions of male adolescents in the “semiotic wars of everyday
life” and “not on the political stage.”30 Western Marxists and liberals alike have missed
significant aspects of 1950s youth cultures.

As this study suggests, current assessments of the 1950s rebellion as nonpolitical are the
result of a Cold War liberal understanding of culture in West Germany.31 In the late 1950s,
many West Germans ceased to see American influences as a danger, while East German
authorities continued to fight them. The West German view that culture was not a central site of
political struggle emerged in the years after 1957 when scholars and politicians like Helmut
Schelsky and Ludwig Erhard employed psychological theories to explain rebellious adolescent
behavior and to define it as nonpolitical . While recent scholarship has shown the
interpenetration of culture and politics, this project considers the historical and political
significance of efforts to define culture as nonpolitical—and thereby to affirm a division
between culture and politics that liberalism assumes. The move on the part of West German
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Cold War liberals to define culture as nonpolitical did not simply amount to a
“depoliticization” of culture, but rather was a renewed politicization of culture on different
terrain.

The book investigates how this reframing of the consumption of popular culture as
nonpolitical was related to efforts to accommodate and alter adolescent behavior. Scholars
have usually left girls out of the histories of the 1950s.32 Making gender and race central
categories of analysis, and including young women, changes our understanding of politics and
culture in the 1950s. The consumption of American popular culture and German reactions to it
were important forces in changing gender mores in the two Germanies as well as in
transforming the Cold War battle between East and West.

Americanization has in recent years become a contested framework for the study of West
European and specifically West German postwar history. Some scholars view Americanization
as a process of modernization by which the United States, through its political, economic, and
cultural presence, manages the successful development of liberal democracies, market
economies, and consumer cultures abroad.33 Other studies of Americanization have analyzed
American cultural influences abroad as a form of cultural imperialism. American culture in this
view is a manipulative tool that bolsters American economic and political hegemony and that
eliminates diversity.34 This book pays attention to the baggage Germans brought to their
encounters with the United States; it shows that the meanings of American culture abroad are
often multivalent.35

With its focus on Americanized youth cultures in both East and West Germany, this study
moves beyond the tropes of liberation, negative cooptation, colonization, or fascistization that
have characterized many debates among cultural critics, social theorists, and politicians in the
past and that many scholars have reaffirmed since. Conflicts over American cultural influences
were an arena of contest and negotiation within changing relations of power: between the
sexes, between adolescents and parents, between adolescents and the state, and between
different social groups within the two German states, as well as between the two Germanies
and their allied superpowers. This study only begins to untangle this complicated web. It
focuses on how the politicization of culture in both states was interlinked with the
reconstitution of gender and racial norms that were central to (re)constructions of Germanness
on either side of the Iron Curtain. Battles over the meaning of American popular culture in the
1.950S were sites for the reconfigurations of culture and politics in the two Germanies, even
though the two states conceived these relationships very differently.

Such an approach requires taking into account a broad array of sources ranging from
foreign-policy documents to oral histories. In analyzing the various responses to American
popular culture, the study relies heavily on published materials including movie and music
reviews, newspaper and magazine reports about concerts or youth riots, and sociological
studies. Tracing the constant interactions between the two Germanies and the impact of
American popular culture within East Germany would have been impossible without the
materials now available in the East German archives. These collections contain statements on
cultural policies and their enforcement as well as on the reception of American popular culture
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by adolescents east of the Iron Curtain. For West Germany, reports by local social workers,
sociological studies, and parliamentary debates yield useful insights, not only into youth
policies, but also into changes in West Germans’ self-understanding in relation to both their
Cold War enemy and the United States. Finally, records of the U.S. occupation of Germany, the
U.S. State Department, and the U.S. Information Agency (USIA) include many reports about
politics and cultural life in both East and West Germany; they also show the often contradictory
means by which the U.S.government tried to influence policies and social change in postwar
Germany.

The way the sources are weighted for each Germany says much about the different character
of the two states. In East Germany, government and party reports from the local to the state-
wide level contain a wealth of material on adolescents’ consumption of American culture and
on the reactions of state and party authorities to this perceived threat. The reporting in the East
German press usually conformed with these reports. In West German)’, by contrast, the most
important source of information is socialscience scholarship. The words of social scientists
reverberated throughout the press and government statements and policies. Thus the public
spheres in the two states were quite different. In East Germany the party largely controlled the
press, while there was more room for public conflict in West Germany. The same words
uttered in East or in West Germany thus did not necessarily mean the same thing, and it is
important to locate the speakers and actors in their political and institutional settings.

Two overarching questions tie the chapters of this book together: How was normality
defined in the two German states? And how were visions of normality enforced? The first
question allows for an analysis of continuities and ruptures between different systems, in this
case between the two postwar Germanies. When supplemented with the second question, this
approach can also take into account the different institutional frameworks. These questions,
then, will allow us to relate the construction of identities to the construction of institutions in
the two Cold War German states. In short, they will help identify similarities and differences
between opposing systems.

AMERICAN CULTURE IN WEIMAR GERMANY

The 1950S were hardly the first period that American popular culture seemed subversive to
Germans. A rather extensive look back at the pre-World War II discourses on American culture
is necessary in order to fully appreciate the postwar battles. In both East and West Germany,
commentators drew on terms and images that had been central to discussions of American
influences in the Weimar and Nazi years. The themes of youth, gender, race, decadence, and
degeneracy that were important in the 1950S resonated with earlier attacks on and
valorizations of the United States.

During the Weimar Republic, many Germans equated America with modernity-an
association that raised both hopes and fears. Germans were not just fascinated with American
management methods and automation; in big cities like Berlin, American popular culture,
especially music and movies, made a splash. After World War I, American servicemen and
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Hollywood movies introduced Germans to American products and mannerisms, and American-
influenced fads such as the Charleston spread among some adolescents. By the mid-1920S, in
the wake of the Dawes Plan and other American loan programs, “Americanization” and
“Americanism” became buzzwords: Germans debated and adapted Taylorism and Fordism,
consumed and discussed Hollywood movies or jazz music, and constructed and attacked
American “types,” such as the American “girl.” Educated Germans tended to associate the
United States with materialist Unkultur (“nonculture”) and found it lacking a long tradition or
a spiritual life. While American production methods were admired by various political camps,
consumption proved much more divisive, raising anxieties about lower-class tastes, the
feminization of culture, and the racial decline of Germany. Criticisms of American culture
found adherents among all political groups, although nationalist conservatives and fascists
were most vocal.36

Because of World War I, the German market was closed to American movies imports
between 1916 and 1921, but only three years later, Hollywood gained dominance in the
number of releases, although not in the number of viewers, in Germany. Not surprisingly,
Germans quickly recognized it as the major transmitter of American products and an
“American way of life.” While many critics treated Hollywood films as “primitive” and
“uncultured,” and contrasted Hollywood sensationalism, sentimentality, and superficiality with
German seriousness, others began to admire American society dramas and slapstick for their
excellent acting, technical accomplishment, and dramatic impact and viewed them as serious
competition for German movie production. In response, German movie producers engaged in a
constant dialogue with Hollywood, some by attempting to maintain a distinct German national
style, others by imitating the American star system or performance and production methods.”37

Weimar critics and censors vacillated between seeing the “sensationalism” of American
westerns and thrillers as harmless or as dangerous, because such movies encouraged lower-
class men to crime and violence.38 The National Motion Picture Law was enacted in 1920 with
the support of all major political parties. The law prohibited censorship for political or
philosophical reasons, but stipulated that movies that might “endanger the public order, injure
religious sensibility, function in a brutal or demoralizing manner, endanger Germany’s
reputation or relations with foreign countries” could be censored.39 Film censorship reflected
intense anxieties about lowerclass tastes and about the effect movies had on youth. In the
1920S the two censorship boards, which comprised representatives from education, the arts,
the movie industry, and the state, declared a full third of movies off limits for adolescents
under eighteen.40 For example, censors banned one U.S. movie, King of the Circus, as “a
serious social menace among the lower part of the populace”41 Such criticisms were part of a
tradition of associating American movies, lower-class culture, and overaggression among
men-a tradition that would continue well into the post-1945 years.

German critics also faulted American movies for transmitting images of the American girl.
Germans saw the American girl (they used this English word) not merely as a cinematic
construction, but as an American reality. She was strong, fashionable, flirtatious, and often
frigid. Movie images and travel reports reinforced one another in disseminating this view:
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American women failed as housewives, but were “goddesses” in their homes; they had a
disproportionate influence on culture and consumption; they fell for every fad and were
involved in a disturbing body culture, cutting their hair into short bobs and hiding their curves
in short, loose dresses. To many German commentators, they seemed not so much masculine as
gender neutral, but a threat all the same.42 Conservative Adolf Halfeld, who published one of
the most successful Weimar books on America in 1927 and who would join the NSDAP in May
1933, criticized American marriages as an “Amazon state in miniature.” Nazi ideologue Alfred
Rosenberg concluded that the “apparent low cultural level of the United States” was a result of
its domineering women.43

“Girls” were of much interest to commentators, because they were discerning the presence
of similar creatures, so-called “new women,” in advertisements, department stores, and even
some offices or factories of Weimar Cermany.44 Worries about female sexuality were central to
German images of both “girls” and “new women.” Social commentaries and movies (for
example the 1928 German production Pandora’s Box with American Louise Brooks in the main
role) associated “new women” and “girls” with oversexualization, lesbianism, and sometimes
also Jewishness.45 Germans were fascinated with all-women dance troupes, such as the Tiller
Girls (who were actually British). These dance troupes made their moves in synchronized
unison, thus appearing as cultural manifestations of rationalization and the machine age, in
short as a symbol of modernity. To many German observers they seemed, although scantily
clad, curiously asexual, a manifestation of sexual dysfunction among American women who
tried to attract men, but were unable to feel heterosexual pleasure.46 These “new women” and
“girls” disturbed different groups for varying reasons. Conservatives affiliated with the
churches were concerned that women had become sexually expressive at all, whereas leftist
reformers worried that these women did not develop a healthy heterosexual life that would
lead to stable companionate marriages. No matter whether Americanized new women really
proliferated to the degree that some contemporaries thought, these images had lasting power:
the German view of American women as egoistic, manipulative, overly sexual, and ultimately
unerotic, like the connection between American culture and male aggression, would be central
in German assessments of America and of modernity more generally well into the 1950S.

While Weimar Germans felt captivated by American modernity, they were also fascinated
with the American “wild West,” which had been a topic of interest in Germany since the
nineteenth century. By the 1920S, many adolescents avidly consumed western movies and
novels, particularly since bourgeois parents and educators looked down on them as low
culture. Some groups of young male, often unemployed workers, the so-called “wild cliques”
gave themselves “western” names such as “Trapper’s Blood.”47 The disdain for westerns
made Wild West imagery also attractive to artists, including George Grosz, Carl Zuckmeyer,
and Bertholt Brecht. They played at being American Indians or outlaw heroes and integrated
such images into their pictures and plays, always aware that this western world existed only in
novels or movies. As Beeke Sell Tower has put it, “They protested against German high
culture as much as against the rarefied ‘primitivist’ visions and posturing of many expressionist
artists.”48
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Under the influence of American production techniques and of Hollywood movies, images
of an industrialized and modern America became more prominent than images of the Wild West
in the 1920S, but these two poles-America as the incarnation of modernity and America as the
land of the wild frontier-coexisted and even informed one another. Fritz Giese, in his widely
read book Girlkultur, for example, interpreted the alleged dominance of women in modern
urban and industrialized America as a result of the frontier experience where women had been
scarce and therefore grew in power until a Frauenstaat (women’s state) evolved.49

Jazz quickly became another symbol of modernity for Weimar Germans, and black jazz
performers confirmed German visions of America as at once “ultra-modern and ultra-
primitive.”50 The music made it to Germany at the end of World War I as the Allied occupying
forces brought records and sheet music into the country. Postwar German cities were gripped
by a series of dance crazes, beginning with the fox-trot and tango in 1918, continuing with the
shimmy in 1921, and culminating with the Charleston in 1925. Few American bands came to
Europe, but German jazz fans could listen to German bands, some of which, such as the
Weintraub Syncopators (who appeared in The Blue Angel), became quite accomplished jazz
groups. Fans could also find the music in the revues in the big cities or on some late-night
broadcasts by German radio stations, the BBC, and, after 1930, Radio Luxemburg.
Nevertheless in the 1920S and 1930S, jazz was not the taste of the German (or American)
mainstream.51

Exoticizing America was a major thrust in German reactions to jazz. For many Germans, the
few African American musicians who made it to Germany, such as Sam Wooding and dancer
Josephine Baker (who, like Wooding, first arrived with the “Chocolate Kiddies” troupe) were
attractive exactly because they were exotic; they were seen as improvisational, spontaneous,
and wild. Their shows certainly reinforced such images and Germans had trouble picking up
any possible irony on the part of the performers that was designed to subvert stereotypes.
(African Americans or Africans, for example, were hardly sporting the banana skirt that made
Baker famous.) Critics charged that black performers represented the primitivism of African
Americans more generally and for some of them this held a promise of rejuvenation and
renewal for German audiences. Fritz Giese applauded jazz music and dancing as an invention
of African Americans, who had come to urban centers and there, with their naiveté and natural
power to move, had given expression to the rhythms of the big cities.52 One reviewer saw the
music of the Chocolate Kiddies as “barbarically beautiful, full of primitive improvisations.”
Completely insensitive to the racism of the word “nigger,” he gushed, “Humanity has returned
to its origins in nigger steps, in the shaking and loosening of bodies. Only that can help us, we
who have become too erratic.”53 Many reviewers imputed to the black performers a power that
they saw missing among “decadent” or war-weary Europeans.54 As Jost Hermand has
explained, the “primitive,” which certainly included Africans and African Americans,
appeared “to embody authenticity in its purest form.”55

Exoticization was in many ways a form of racial prejudice that created or reinforced racial
stereotypes. Many Germans failed to see that associating African Americans with the jungle or
even seeing them as authentic representations of Africa was problematic. Charges of blacks’
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alleged primitivism reaffirmed racial hierarchies, both in the avant garde, especially among the
expressionists who viewed primitivism as liberating, and in the right wing, where celebrations
of primitivism fueled a much more pernicious racism that saw primitivism as a cause of racial
decline.

Open racism against blacks thus persisted in Weimar Germany. Black Germans from former
African colonies found it difficult to get employment as anything but servants, waiters, or
entertainers. And most Germans were outraged when the French sent Senegalese troops as part
of their occupation into the Rhineland in 1919 and 1920; many Germans perceived being
occupied by the formerly colonized as the ultimate defeat and spoke of the “black shame on the
Rhine.” An admiration for jazz was indeed compatible with racist attacks on the black French
occupiers. Giese admired jazz and at the same time condemned these black troops as an attack
on Germans’ “natural, human racial sentiment.”56

Commentators on different ends of the political spectrum employed a common language of
degeneracy, decadence, and primitivism to respond to American influences. This cultural
commentary, manifest in scholarly works as well as more popular articles, was shaped by a
eugenics-based discourse on human civilization. Eugenics posited the need for social or racial
hygiene and worried about “degeneration,” that is, biological and cultural decline. It also
claimed a close relationship between the degeneration of the individual and that of the nation.
In the early decades of the twentieth century, the “science” of eugenics offered a language for
analyzing and justifying social and cultural hierarchies in biological terms. Moreover, it
promised to improve the population through scientific means. Relying on Darwinist, or
pseudo-Darwinist concepts, elites all across Europe and the United States began to worry
about the “health” of the “body” of “advanced” nations by the early decades of the twentieth
century.57 Measures promoted in the name of eugenics ranged from birth control and
sterilization, to welfare, to the regulation of culture. In short, eugenics promised a scientific
way for shaping nations and, as Frank Dikötter has put it, eugenics “gave scientific authority to
social fears and moral panics.”58 In Germany, the racist variations of eugenics became ever
more acceptable with the economic downturn and social unrest caused by the Great
Depression after 1929.59

However, eugenics and degeneration were compatible with a wide range of ideologies. Max
Nordau, a Jew and nineteenth-century liberal, first applied “degeneration” in cultural terms in
the 1890s, in order to criticize modernist art and literature as unhealthy. Nordau, who became
the major popularizer of the concept, believed in progress on a path to rationality through
“natural” human evolution and discipline. Degenerate art and degenerate artists (who
according to Nordau could be recognized by their physical abnormalities, including stuttering
or a foaming mouth) endangered this process.60 Unlike racists, most of them from the right,
Nordau did not associate these characteristics with one particular ethnic group, such as Jews
or African Americans, but rather saw them as a result of industrialization and urbanization.

Ideas about degeneracy and eugenics continued to be part of different political ideologies in
the 1920S.61 Fritz Giese, who tended toward the political middle in the 1920S but would serve
the Nazis after 1933 until his death in 1935, admired America as the “land of well-built
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people, the nation with the best biological conditions.” Americans had a “self-confident race
sensibility” and “one of their most laudable achievements” was “constructive eugenics”: rather
than focus on biological origins, Americans worked on the conscious improvement of the
“national race values” through education and body culture. According to Giese, the careful
styling of the “girl” was part of this movement, but he also worried that American women were
overly powerful and American culture shallow. Giese, it seems, advocated social hygiene, that
is, biological improvement through cultural change, and gave consumer culture a potentially
positive role in this process. But he also did not question segregation, considered only whites
to be Americans, and implied that whites were superior.62

Other commentators were more worried about the impact of American culture on German
national health. German attacks on jazz, for example, used a language that numerous white
Americans, from scientists to Protestant clergymen to educators and critics, also directed at the
music.63 Attackers across the political spectrum connected jazz to female and male weakness.
Sexuality had a central place in this nexus, as in all discussions of degeneration. German
eugenicist and anthropologist Fritz Lenz followed the findings of U.S. colleagues, when he
described blacks’ “infamous lack of sexual control” and linked it to their talent for jazz
music.64 A Social Democratic paper spoke of the “shamelessness” of the new “degenerate”
dances.65 “Nigger music,” said one conservative critic, was designed to introduce obscenities
into society. Another warned against the “idiotic decadence of Western dance rhythms,” and a
third spoke of “orgies of Negro jazz.” Adolf Halfeld saw jazz as “socially acceptable
barbarism and stimulated propaganda, displaying only inner emptiness and abandonment.”66

Conservative Protestant cleric and educator Günter Dehn criticized he predilections of
proletarian youth for “primitive sexuality and jazz”—and for the bobbed haircut. National
Socialists complained that jazz was sexually endangering Nordic German womanhood.67

Commentators made the connection between biology and mass culture in several ways.
Continuities across the political spectrum should not blind us to important differences among
those who used eugenics-based terms. “Degenerate” or “decadent” mass culture, such as jazz
could be the cultural expression of people who were allegedly biologically “inferior.” Also,
mass culture could reinforce negative tendencies in people who were biologically “inferior”
or at least “vulnerable.” The “inferior” could include whole groups, such as the lower classes,
adolescents, women, and/or ethnic minorities, for example, Jews or African Americans. And
finally, mass culture could lead otherwise healthy people to degeneration, endangering sexual
discipline, marriage, procreation, and the racial hygiene of the nation. Modern mass culture
and modern women, and the forms of sexual deviance associated with both-including
masturbation, homosexuality, promiscuity, and prostitution-thus could be both the causes and
the symptoms of biological and cultural degeneration. And as most critics agreed, adolescents
were the most vulnerable victims.68

Reactionary and fascist German critics of American influences saw degenerate culture, both
“high” and “mass,” as the cultural expression of biologically inferior people, which in their
mind included whole ethnic groups as well as the “unfit” among allegedly superior races.
Since the 1920S, reactionary Germans described jazz as created by “Negroes” and marketed
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by Jews. These attacks, which echoed similar statements made by such people as Henry Ford
in the United States, viewed jazz as an expression of the biological makeup of its creators and
promoters: the attackers saw blacks as playful, naive, and exuberant performers and Jews as
cunning and manipulative businessmen. Many of the best Weimar musicians and composers
were Jewish and this undoubtedly spurred the anti-Semitic sentiments against jazz in
Cermany.69 The school teacher and SS Deputy Commander Richard Eichenbauer claimed in
1932 that with degenerate modern music Jews were following “the law of their race.”70 The
Nazi Combat League for German Culture railed against jazz as the music of “intellectual
subhumans” and “bordello singers.”71

Catholic and other Christian commentators were likewise gripped by this moral panic. They
were less influenced by eugenic ideas and in fact opposed birth control or sterilization. Instead
they reiterated worries that had shaped Catholic social theory since the nineteenth century. The
“materialism” that came with the industrial revolution threatened to destroy Christian values
and the Christian family. In the 1920S, dance crazes and the more temporary heterosexual
relationships between young people that increasingly replaced prostitution were all part of
what one Catholic observer called the “extensive sexualization of public life.” With the
increasing significance of the United States after World War I and in the aftermath of the
Russian Revolution, this corrupt materialism was now emanating from what many conservative
Germans viewed as the two evil centers of modernity, U.s. capitalism to the West and Soviet
Bolshevism to the East—or as one Catholic journal put it, the “two moral low-pressure zones:
the United States and Russia.”72 Many German conservatives associated these dangers with
Weimar democracy and the left, even though the SPD itself railed against “trivial” popular
forms. After 1945 such attacks on materialism would be a central feature of conservative
reactions to an emerging American-style consumer culture in West Germany.

Leftists, including both communists and Social Democrats, were perhaps most ambivalent
about American cultural imports. Some of them, fearing that American consumer culture would
dissipate the rebellious potential of the working classes, used a vocabulary similar to that of
conservatives, in which “decadence” figured prominently. However, in contrast to critics who
associated mass culture with lower-class culture, they saw it as a bourgeois product designed
to manipulate the proletariat and to dissipate its revolutionary potential. Some communists
dismissed the bourgeois American “new women” as one more perversion of capitalist culture,
even as the communist press printed images of proletarian women who clearly looked like
“new women.”73 One Communist agitprop group featured a “Niggersong” that criticized the
performance of a black dancer in front of a bourgeois audience and suggested colonial
exploitation and consequent rebellion as a more appropriate context for depicting blacks.74 In
1932, leftist music critic and Frankfurt School member Theodor Adorno launched one of his
attacks on jazz, announcing that “its rhythmic emancipation” had been deceptive and that its
innovations, including improvisation and syncopation, were attached to “vulgar music.”75 And
an SPD functionary complained about working-class tastes: “They are proud of the fact that
they can imitate everything bourgeois, for the most part they have petit bourgeois ideals:
drinking, trashy literature, jazz, boxing and so forth.” As during the Wilhelmine era, SPD
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leaders continued to urge the working class to shed “improper” proletarian styles, including
their adherence to “low” mass culture.76

Alternative left voices existed in Weimar. Left-leaning educators began to integrate jazz into
the curriculum of primary schools and conservatories. Some left-leaning critics and artists,
including Berrholt Brecht and Kurt Weill in their 1928 Three Penny Opera, came to admire
jazz, as well as American westerns and comedies, as part of their rebellion against bourgeois
cultural norms.77 One commentator, Hans Siemsen, applauded jazz, for it “knocks down every
hint of dignity, correct posture, and starched collars.” Figures of bourgeois authority, such as
the “German high-school teacher” or the “Prussian reserve” clearly were incapable of dancing
it. To Siemsen jazz was a remedy against authoritarianism and even militarism: “If only the
Kaiser had danced jazz—than all of that never would have come to pass! ”78 The Bauhaus in
Dessau supported its own student jazz band, while jazz dances became wildly popular in the
Soviet Union. The Soviet “Blue Blouses,” whose variety shows included a jazz band, toured
Germany with great success in 1927. Soon German agitprop troupes patterned their
performance styles after this model, combining them in some cases with anti-Semitic lyrics.79

In the Soviet Union, tolerance toward the vibrant jazz music and dancing soon evaporated
with the First Five-Year Plan in late 1928 and the ensuing Stalinist terror. In the 1930S and
1940s, when many of the future communist leaders of East Germany were in exile in the Soviet
Union, periods of greater leniency were followed by vicious xenophobic persecution of jazz
fans and musicians. Attackers associated the music with unbridled sexuality, homosexuality,
degeneracy, and bourgeois decadence. Even so, American cultural influences did not disappear
altogether from the Stalinist Soviet Union. And during the wartime alliance with the United
States after 1941, Soviet leaders actively fostered American imports.80 But ambivalence and
outright hostility toward American culture would also characterize many leftist reactions after
World War II.

Attention to the “health” of the nation and a biological language permeated the cultural
criticism of various political camps during the Weimar years, but the most vicious attacks on
American imports based on a biological racism came from the right. Many of these attacks
continued into the Third Reich, even though American culture had already lost some of its
power before 1933. With the arrival of sound, indigenous film productions regained a strong
edge in the German movie market by 1930. Jazz too declined in significance. Under the impact
of the Great Depression many jazz musicians were out of work, since Germans found going out
too expensive. At the same time, opponents of jazz became ever more powerful. In 1930 the
Minister of the Interior for Thuringia, the first Nazi appointed to a state cabinet, promulgated
an ordinance titled “Against Negro Culture, for German Folkdom” that was directed against all
forms of avant-garde art and prohibited all jazz performances in the state. And in 1932 the
autocratic central government headed by Chancellor Franz von Papen, responded to racist
critics of jazz by prohibiting the hiring of musicians of color. In the last years of the Weimar
Republic, with the demise of governments that supported a liberal democracy, jazz thus came
under government attack, a practice that would continue in the Third Reich.81
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NAZI AMBIVALENCE AND PERSECUTION

The Nazis’ relationship to America in general and to American popular culture in particular
was complicated. While “Americanism” became an exclusively negative term, Hitler himself
was fascinated with American production methods and with Mickey Mouse. Hollywood
movies (although in reduced numbers and preferably only if they had no Jewish stars or
producers) were shown in German theaters until at least 1941 and German papers regularly
reported on American film divas such as Joan Crawford or Greta Garbo. Advertisements for
that quintessentially American product, Coke, urged visitors to the Sportpalast, where
Propaganda Minister Josef Goebbels gave many of his racist speeches, to drink “Coca-Cola
ice-cold.” This was not necessarily a contradiction: the Nazis after all sought to gain a broad
following or at least acquiescence among the population by providing consumer goods and
entertainment. By giving Germans the feeling that they continued to be part of international
entertainment circuits, they likely managed to produce a cross-class appeal among German
audiences.82

Nazi propagandists continued to build the German entertainment machinery in conscious
competition with and even imitation of the American model. This became clear both in movies
and music. Classical Hollywood and Nazi cinema shared important features, especially in
form and structure. Also many Nazi films did not carry a simple ideological message. Rather
German filmmakers of the Third Reich produced diverse films that featured stars and upbeat
scores popular with audiences in Germany and later in German-occupied Europe.83

In spite of much hostility toward jazz, bands continued to play some of the music in revue
shows and dance halls, at least until Goebbels declared total war in 1943. The Propaganda
Ministry prohibited jazz in broadcasting in 1935 at the time of the Nuremberg Laws that
organized German society according to racial criteria. While Nazi officials made great efforts
to keep “hot jazz” and the new American “swing” out of radio broadcasts, much confusion
persisted. The Nazis continued to produce swing rhythms, often replacing brass sections in
American originals with violins, thus “softening” and “Germanizing” the music. Such tunes
might well have suited the tastes of the majority of Germans who likely never cared for jazz in
its “hot” and improvisational modes. In some provinces, local officials prohibited jazz
performances and dances, but no national policy emerged. The music of Jewish and black
artists, such as Benny Goodman, Duke Ellington, or Benny Carter remained available on
imported records until 19J8. Moreover, prior to the war, white foreign bands would regularly
visit German cities, keeping German audiences in touch with international tastes. Even in the
1940s, the National Socialists, caught between their racial utopia and the need to accommodate
a population under the conditions of war, never banned jazz completely from the air waves.
They formed new bands for troop entertainment, used the music to introduce anti-Allied
messages in radio broadcasts, and even allowed American originals on the airwaves to boost
morale and to prevent troops from tuning in to the BBe. The term jazz, however, carried
exclusively negative connotations.84

Like jazz or Hollywood-style cinema, the “girl” or “new woman” also did not simply
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disappear under National Socialism. “Girls” continued to be featured in the kicklines of revue
theaters, in movies, and in advertisements. The Nazis did promote the cult of the asexual Aryan
mother, but they also fostered sports and a cult of the body for boys and girls. Undoubtedly
such contradictions helped the Nazis maintain acquiescence among the German population.85

Some Nazi followers were disturbed by the continued presence of cultural forms that they
perceived as a throwback to the Weimar era. In 1935 a Nazi women’s journal protested the
persistence of “Girlkultur.” And in 1939 one party member wrote to the Propaganda Ministry,
“Is it not disgraceful for us Aryans, when we allow the appearance of dancers whose
‘costumes’ lay bare with every movement the charms of woman-a woman who as a German
mother should be holy to us, as we have intoned again and again?”86 That same year another
letter to the Ministry complained about the persistence of “stupid and Niggerish fox-trots.”87

The Propaganda Ministry was the correct address for such complaints. In this ministry, which
wielded overwhelming influence over cultural production in the Third Reich, “pragmatists”
around Propaganda Minister Goebbels had won out over comparatively more “radical,” that is
ideologically consistent, Nazis around the head of the Combat League for German Culture,
Alfred Rosenberg.88

In spite of many continuities in language and some continuities in consumption patterns,
National Socialism did represent a break in how American culture was treated. Continued
evidence of Americanization under National Socialism—and continuities between Weimar and
the Third Reich or between the United States and the Third Reich-should not distract us from
the ruptures and violence that National Socialism brought about. Most Nazi films urged
viewers, likely women as well as men, to identify with serious male heroes, who achieved
their status through sacrifice and the subjugation of women. More frequently than Hollywood,
Nazi cinema projected images of weak women. Eric Rentschler has shown that such movies
replaced heterosexual relationships with more intense male bonds whose erotic character was
not perceived as threatening, because these male connections served the cause of the German
nation. The masculine German community was to be achieved through overcoming women as
well as racial and political enemies, such as Jews, Gypsies, blacks, or communists, who were
portrayed as culturally and biologically inferior.89

The Nazi racial state was geared toward eliminating the perceived “ills” of society, and
cultural policies and production were clearly part of this vision. Various professional elites
participated in this “scientific” project that drew increasingly strict lines between those
deemed “desirable” and those deemed “undesirable.”90 While the language of degeneracy had
been leveled against American imports well before the rise of National Socialism, a state-
sponsored exhibit such as the one on “Degenerate Music,” which opened in Düsseldorf in
1938, would have been difficult to imagine during the Weimar years, at least until the
authoritarian governments of the early 1930s. In this exhibit, as in attacks on “degenerate”
cultural forms more generally, Nazi officials employed a logic that fascists and reactionaries
had developed before 1933. They relied on a vision of biologically based racial hierarchies
that linked American popular culture to alleged racial degeneration and to “racially inferior”
groups, including blacks and Jews. This vision was exemplified on the cover of a booklet
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accompanying the exhibit. It depicted a saxophone player with stereotypically black features,
including dark skin, a wide nose, and thick lips, who was bending his upper body and staring
slyly at the viewer. Not only did the picture portray the saxophonist as unmanly and evil; a Star
of David on his lapel also linked him, and by extension all blacks and jazz music, to jews.91

With this combination of antiblack and anti-Semitic sentiments, the Nazis attacked musicians
and fans of what Nazis called “Nigger-Jew jazz.”92

Fig. 1. The threat of jazz. Cover of a Nazi brochure accompanying the 1938 Nazi exhibit “Degenerate Music.” Reprinted from
Barron, “Degenerate Art, ” 1992.

As Germans continued to drink Coca-Cola and to watch carefully selected Hollywood
movies in the Third Reich, some musicians and fans of jazz music were persecuted in ways not
imaginable in Weimar. The Reichs Music Chamber (RMK) played a significant role in this.
The RMK was the Nazi professional organization of musicians; it was institutionally
subordinate to the Propaganda Ministry and easily coopted as an instrument in the cultural
coordination of the regime. After 1935 the chamber severely curtailed Jewish musicians’
employment. Moreover, special agents of the RMK would make the rounds of bars at night
searching for “distorted,” “dissonant,” or overly “hot” sounds. They could rescind musicians’
work permits or alert the Gestapo. Such local officials did not always act on direct orders
from above but rather exerted what amounted to censorship “from below.”93 Because the Nazis
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themselves were so confused about what swing was, clients in one Hamburg cafe danced to the
music right under a RMK sign that proclaimed “Dancing Swing Prohibited.” The Nazis
attempted to develop new “Germanic” dance forms, and while these efforts remained mostly at
the level of rhetoric, they were accompanied by verbal assaults on the part of Hitler Youth and
culture officials who described jazz as “alien to the German taste.”94

In the 1930S mostly upper-class jazz fans formed clubs in several cities, some of them with
Jewish members. Most of these jazz fans were apolitical, but often even non-Jewish members
refused to join Nazi organizations. By the late 1930S jazz and swing dancing became a way to
express one’s rejection of the uniforms and drills that the Nazi regime promoted. In the 1940S
Hitler Youth patrols, school officials, and the Gestapo harassed, surveilled, and arrested
“swing youths,” groups of young women and men mostly from the middle and upper classes
who listened and danced to jazz together and wore distinctive, “English” clothes in large
German cities such as Hamburg and in German-occupied Paris.

Nazi officials were outraged by the dance styles and fashions of the swings. A report
composed by the leadership of the Hitler Youth in 1942 described young men in unmanly
fashions of long hair, “long, often checked English sports jackets, shoes with thick light crepe
soles, showy scarves, homborg hats.” Young women too, were criticized for “a long,
overflowing hairstyle. Their eyebrows were penciled, they wore lipsticks and their nails were
lacquered.” To make things worse, they danced swing “linking arms and jumping, slapping
hands, even rubbing the backs of their heads together.” The dancers were dancing apart and not
following social dancing conventions. Indeed, they “went into wild ecstasy.” Many of these
swings refused to become members of the Hitler Youth or to submit to the compulsory work
service (Arbeitsdienst) and therefore had to be seen as political enemies, the report
explained.95

Press reports in Hamburg criticized the hunched posture of the youths as an infectious
“Anglo-Jewish plague” and an assault on the “healthy sensibility of the Volk,” and urged
citizens to denounce these adolescents to authorities, so that streets and establishments could
be kept “clean.” A cartoon featured a female swing who wore men’s pants.96 The leader of the
SS and head of the police, Heinrich Himmler, complained in 1944 that swings “merely want to
pursue their own pleasure and sexual and other types of excess through which they rapidly
come into sharp conflict with the National Socialist worldview.”97 A number of the “swings”
engaged in anti-Nazi activities and distributed leaflets or intoned songs directed against the
regime, while others did not level such direct attacks. However, even the swings’ fashions and
dancing became political in the eyes of Nazi authorities. In March 1940, hundreds of them
were arrested in Hamburg, if only for a short period. The Gestapo charged some of these
youths with engaging in obscenities. After October of that year, several swings, men and
women, Jews and non-Jews, were sent to prisons or concentration camps, where some of them
were tortured. Jazz fans with Jewish parents died in the camps because of their ethnic
background, as did numerous Jewish jazz musicians.98

Working-class youth, too, formed informal, spontaneous groups and drew on some American
symbols to express their dissatisfaction with the drills of the strictly sex-segregated Hitler
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Youth. Adolescent blue- and white-collar workers, perhaps imitating bourgeois swing-youths,
became known as “Swing-Heinis” or “Hotters.”99 Others, young men and women, used
symbols of the “wild West”: in the Rhineland, for example, members of the Edelweiß
opposition groups referred to themselves as “Navajos,” thus identifying with American
Indians. Under different labels- Meuten, “packs,” in Leipzig; Blasen, “crowds,” in Munich;
Death Head’s or Skull and Crossbones gangs in Hamburg-such groups sprang up in industrial
centers all over Germany. Members held informal meetings, traveled, sang songs mocking the
Nazi regime, and at times beat up Hitler Youth patrols. As they had done with the swings, the
Nazis accused such groups of uninhibited sexual activity. The behavior of group members was
more than an expression of generational tension; rather, it brought them in direct conflict with
the Nazi regime, whose authorities cracked down severely on these adolescents.100

A police ordinance for the “protection of youth” issued by Himmler in the fall of 1940 was
part of the efforts by officials to destroy autonomous youth groups and more generally to
discipline German youth. The ordinance sought to prevent adolescents from attending dances
and cabarets after 9 P.M. It prohibited “loitering” after dark, smoking, and drinking. That same
year, Nazi authorities introduced youth arrest as an “educational” measure. Himmler issued an
even more restrictive ordinance for the “protection of youth” in June 1943. The focus of these
measures was on punishment of adolescents rather than prevention. Clearly, Nazi authorities
were worried about German male and female adolescents whose moves and bodies had not
been successfully synchronized in the service of the nation. Like some swings, members of the
informal youth groups fell victim to Nazi persecution, as several of them were sent to prisons
and youth or adult concentration camps.101

After Germany declared war on the United States in December 1941, the Nazi propaganda
machine stepped up its efforts to convince the population that American culture was inferior.102

Goebbels ordered materials that would address “the broad masses in Germany” and “in
particular the youth,” in order to convince them “that the uncritical adoption of certain
American measures, for example of jazz music and so on revealed a lack of culture.”103

Hundreds of newspaper and magazine articles, along with propaganda films, appeared after
1941 declaring that America had no culture. Likely many in the German audiences agreed.
American president Franklin Roosevelt was depicted as an agent of Jewry, who had made an
alliance with “Jewish Bolshevism.” Germany, by contrast was fighting against “liberalist (sic)
thought,” including both Americanism and Bolshevism, against “cosmopolitanism”
(“Weltbürgertum”) and “world Jewry” to preserve the “life right of Europe” and “a culture
corresponding to the racial characteristics of each people,” “eine den Völkern arteigene
Kultur.”104 When German troops were retreating and German cities were being destroyed by
Allied bombing in 1944, the propaganda machinery tried to foster fear of the “Anglo-American
soldateska” and their alleged intentions of raping German women and putting them into army
bordellos. This propaganda effort made some use of hostilities against African Americans
among the German population, and rumors about German children lured with chocolate and
then killed by African American soldiers were systematically spread. Overall, however, anti-
American propaganda stressed that the Germans’ main enemies were the Jews. In contrast to
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the anti-American propaganda, propagandistic efforts that talked about rape and brutality by
the Soviets (so-called subhumans) were much more successful in the last year of the war; in no
small part because Germans knew about the atrocities German soldiers and the SS committed
on the Eastern front and in the occupied territories. As a result, many German soldiers and
civilians preferred and even hoped to be captured or occupied by American troops.105

The different forms of negotiating American influences in the two postwar Germanies built on
and revised a set of categories inherited from the discussions and battles of the 1920S, 1930S,
and early 1940s. The following chapters explore how East and West Germans dealt with these
legacies after 1945. They ask whether and how Americanized youth cultures destabilized the
dominant political systems in postwar Germany; and they also examine how that potential for
instability was contained.

Chapter 1 considers the visions of civilization and nation that shaped the regulation of
popular culture consumption in both Germanies in the early 1950S. Both sides invoked
antiblack, anti-Semitic, and misogynist sentiments to reject American influences ranging from
jazz to movies to fashion. Chapter 2 demonstrates how East and West German authorities,
responding to youth riots in the mid-1950S, linked American popular culture to the threat of
fascism. They criticized young rebels’ penchant for American fashions and their unruly
behavior as dangerous to proper Germanness. Chapter 3 traces how West German social
scientists, influenced by American thinkers, redefined adolescent rebelliousness as a
psychological and nonpolitical problem in the second half of the 1950S. While East Germans
continued to repress American influences, West German and American policies toward East
Germany now employed cultural consumption as a Cold War weapon. Chapter 4 explores the
gradual validation of certain forms of jazz in both Germanies. As jazz promoters worked to
divorce jazz from associations with unbridled sexuality and lower-class culture, many West
Germans, from youth officials to the defense minister, came to see jazz as an appropriate
cultural expression for a democratic society. East German authorities, despite some
vacillations in the party line, continued to reject most forms of jazz as “decadent.” As Chapter
5 shows, both East and West German authorities felt intensely threatened by the racial and
gender transgressions that rock ‘n’ roll represented. The depoliticization of Americanized
youth cultures, which was fostered by the West German entertainment industry, allowed for the
increasing acceptance of rock ‘n’ roll in West Germany, but required containing aggressive
young male rebels and the highly visible, sexualized female fans of rock ‘n’ roll in private
“safe” heterosexual relationships. It also entailed a “whitening” of the products these
adolescents consumed. The epilogue explores the implications of these shifts in Cold War
conflicts and looks ahead to the roots of yet another youth rebellion in the 1960s. It also asks
once again what concepts might help us in developing the comparative history of the two Cold
War Germanies.

The significance of East and West German contests over American popular culture goes
beyond changes in adolescent dress and behavior. Debates about American popular culture in
the 1950S were not simply about Germany becoming more American, rather they played an
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important role in the complicated processes of reconstructing Germanness in the aftermath of
National Socialism and in the face of the Cold War.
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Notes

INTRODUCTION

1. Reconstruction has been used mostly to describe West Germany after 1945, but it is a
useful concept for both Germanies. Sheehan, “National History,” 170, has warned against
treating the two Germanies as if they had two separate histories, “joined only at their
beginning and their end.” See also Kleßmann, “Verflechtung und Abgrenzung.” Throughout,
translations from the German are my own, unless noted otherwise.

2. On culture as a site for the construction of national identities and nationalisms, see
especially Anderson, Imagined Communities.

3. Fehrenbach, “German Discourses,” 132; Hansen, “Early Silent Cinema.”
4. For the history of these connections, see especially Carter, How German Is She?; de

Grazia, “Introduction” Auslander, “Gendering” Huyssen, After the Great Divide; Bowlby,
just Looking; Elaine May, Homeward Bound; Petro, Joyless Streets; Roberts, Civilization
Without Sexes.

5. Naimark, The Russians in Germany, 125–28; Fehrenbach, Cinema in Democratizing
Germany; Moeller, Protecting Motherhood; Kühne, “’…aus diesem Krieg.’” On the
problem of masculinity after war experiences, see especially Jeffords, Remasculinization;
Higonnet et al., Behind the Lines; Domansky, “Militarization and Reproduction.”

6. Naimark, The Russians in Germany, 104; Becker, German Youth; Kramer, “ ‘Law-
Abiding Germans.’”

7. On gender and German reconstruction, see also Carter, How German Is She?; Einhorn,
Cinderella Goes to Market; Fehrenbach, Cinema in Democratizing Germany; Gerhard,
“’Losung’ der Frauenfrage”; Grossmann, Reforming Sex; Heineman, “The Hour of the
Woman”; Merkel,… und Du; Hohn, “Frau im Haus” Moeller, Protecting Motherhood.

8. For West Germany, see especially Moeller, Protecting Motherhood; for East Germany,
see Gerhard, “ ‘Lösung’ der Frauenfrage.”

9. Gerhard, “ ‘Lösung’ der Frauenfrage.”
10. Merkel, “Leitbilder.”
11. On the new role of fathers in postwar Germany, see Fehrenbach, “Rehabilitating the

Fatherland”; Moeller, “The Last Soldiers” Heineman, What Difference; Biess, “ ‘Pioneers of
a New Germany ”

12. Harsh, “Society, the State and Abortion.”
13. Fehrenbach, Cinema in Democratizing Germany; Merkel,… und Du; Heineman,

“Hour of the Woman”; Moeller, “The Homosexual Man.”
14. Merkel, “Leitbilder,” 363; Domansky, “Militarization and Reproduction.”
15. On frequent German conflations of the United States with fascism, see Diner, America.
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16. Exceptions include Stern, The Whitewashing of the Yellow Badge; Posner, “Afro-
America”; Fehrenbach, “Rehabilitating Fatherland.” On the taboo of using race as an
analytical category in postwar Germany, see Adelson, Making Bodies.

17. For overviews on German racism, see Burleigh and Wippermann, The Racial State;
Gilman, On Blackness; Grimm and Hermand, Blacks and German Culture; Mosse, Toward
the Final Solution; Peukert, Inside Nazi Germany; Weindling, Health, Race, and German
Politics.

18. See Iliffe, Tanganyika Under German Rule.
19. See Mosse, Toward the Final Solution, 175–76; Marks, “Black Watch”; Peukert,

Inside Nazi Germany, 217; Bock, Zwangssterilisation; Pommerin, Sterilisierung der
Rheinlandbastarde.

20. See Pence, “The ‘Fräuleins’” Hohn, “GIs” Fehrenbach, “Rehabilitating the
Fatherland” Posner, “Afro-America.”

21.“Außer Rand und Band,” Beratungsdienst Jugend und Film (November 1956): BVII.
Georg Knepler, “Jazz und die Volkmusik,” Musik und Gesellschaft 5 (June 1955): 181–83;
Ludwig Richard Müller, “Dekadenz und lebensfroher Neubeginn,” Musik und Gesellschaft 5
(April 1955): 114–17; “Bericht über die Privattanzschulen,” n.d. (ca. 1954), LAB (STA)
Rep. 121, Nr. 162.

22. On the history of eugenics, see Kevles, In the Name of Eugenics; Mosse, Toward the
Final Solution; Weindling, Health, Race, and German Politics; Grossmann, Reforming Sex.
On the significance of psychology in antiracist discourse, see especially Barkan, The Retreat
of Scientific Racism; Feldstein, Raising Citizens.

23. On the complicated relationship between race and gender under National Socialism,
see, for example, Bock, “Antinatalism” Marion Kaplan, Between Dignity and Despair.

24. Scholars of racism and colonialism are pointing to the complicated intersections of
gender, race, and class in nineteenth- and twentieth-century discourses of civilization and
nationhood. See, for example, Bederman, Manliness and Civilization; Carby,
Reconstructing Womanhood; Gilman, Difference and Pathology; Ware, Beyond the Pale;
Burton, Burdens of History.

25. See Geyer, “The Stigma of Violence.”
26. Popular culture and especially such commercialized products like rock ‘n’ roll have

been investigated within the framework of cultural studies, most notably in scholarship that
grew out of the Centre for Contemporary Cultural Studies at Birmingham. See, for example,
Hall and Jefferson, Resistance Through Rituals; Hebdige, Subculture; McRobbie, Feminism
and Youth Culture. Szemere, “Bandits’” has pointed out that, while this work has enabled a
critique of liberal capitalism, few scholars have as of yet tried to apply the frameworks
developed in this scholarship to the study of the countries that used to be east of the Iron
Curtain. See also Bennett, “Putting Policy into Cultural Studies”; During, The Cultural
Studies Reader; Frow, Cultural Studies; Storey, Cultural Studies.

27. Hermand, Kultur im Wiederaufbau, 294–95, 357–63. For the United States, Lipsitz,
Class and Culture, 218, has argued that if one defines politics as the social struggle for a
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good life, rock’n’roll songs “represented politics of the highest order.”
28. Ryback, Rock Around the Bloc, 34. This is in marked contrast to Ryback’s

interpretation of the 1960s and recent assertions that rock music was important in the political
transformations that led to the demise of socialism in 1989. See Ramet, Social Currents;
Wicke, “The Times.” On the complex meanings of rock in East Germany, see also Rauhut,
Beat and Schalmei; Wierling, “Jugend als innerer Feind”; Mählert and Stephan, Blaue
Hemden.

29. These interpretations follow Schelsky, Die skeptische Generation. See, for example,
Blücher, Die Generation der Unhefangenen.

30. Maase, Bravo Amerika, 12–13. See also Dorner, “Halbstark”; Brauer, “Schaukeln und
Walzen”; Grotum, Die Halbstarken.

31. A consensus is emerging among scholars of West Germany that the years after 1956
saw important social and political transformations. See Doering-Manteuffel, “Deutsche
Zeitgeschichte” Erker, “Zeitgeschichte als Sozialgeschichte.” On Cold War liberalism in the
United States, see Corber, In the Name of National Security; Feldstein, Raising Citizens.

32. Important exceptions exist: Carter, “Alice in the Consumer Wonderland”; Bertram and
Krüger, “Vom Backfisch zum Teenager”; Delille and Grohn, Perlonzeit. Maase, Bravo
Amerika, mentions girls, but ultimately does not see them as important agents of change.

33. For a treatment celebrating the stabilizing American impact (stable families, revived
democracies, improved national sentiments) in postwar Europe, see Duignan and Gann, The
Rebirth of the West. For a much more nuanced treatment that focuses on American economic
hegemony, see Berghahn, The Americanisation of West German Industry.

34. See Tomlinson, Cultural Imperialism. Examples include Mattelart, Delcourt, and
Mattelart, International Image Markets; Herbert Schiller, Mass Communications; Tunstall,
The Media Are American.

35. On the complex meanings of American culture in postwar Europe, see Kuisel,
Seducing the French; Pells, Not Like Us; Kristin Ross, Fast Cars, Clean Bodies;
Wagnleitner, Coca-Colonization and Cold War; Willett, The Americanization. For critiques
of the concept of Americanization, see Doering-Manteuffel, “Dimensionen von
Amerikanisierung”; Fehrenbach and Poiger, “Americanization Reconsidered”; Jarausch and
Siegrist, Amerikanisierung und Sowjetisierung; Lüdtke, Marßolek, and von Saldern,
Amerikanisierung; Maase, Bravo Amerika, 21–40; Morley and Robins, Spaces of Identity;
Sywottek, “The Americanization of Everyday Life?”

36. Compare Nolan, “America in the German Imagination” Ermarth, “Introduction.”
37. Saunders, Hollywood in Berlin.
38. Ibid., 93–116.
39. National Motion Picture Law quoted in Fehrenbach, Cinema in Democratizing

Germany, 32.
40. Saunders, Hollywood in Berlin, 29–30.
41. German Appeal Board for movie censorship on the film King of the Circus, quoted in

Saunders, Hollywood in Berlin, 99. See also Fehrenbach, “German Discourses.”
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42. Saunders, Hollywood in Berlin, 132–33; Frame, “Gretchen, Girl, Garconne?” 27; also
Nolan, Visions of Modernity, 109, 120–27; von Saldern, “Uberfremdungsangste.”

43. Adolph Halfeld, Amerika und der Amerikanismus (1927), 214, quoted in Nolan,
Visions of Modernity, 127; Alfred Rosenberg, Mythos des 20. Jahrhunderts (1930), quoted
in Gassert, Amerika im Dritten Reich, 101.

44. Grossmann, “Girlkultur”; Jelavich, Berlin Cabaret, 175–86.
45. Grossmann, “The New Woman”; Petro, Joyless Streets, 109.
46. Jelavich, Berlin Cabaret, 175–86.
47. Bodek, Proletarian Performance, 28–31.
48. Tower, “‘Ultramodern’” 90.
49. Fritz Giese, Girlkultur, 105.
50. Count Harry Kessler, Tagebücher 1918–1937 (1961), 458, quoted in Jelavich, Berlin

Cabaret, 171.
51. Kater, Different Drummers, 1–16; Partsch, “Hannibal,” 105–16.
52. Giese, Girlkultur, 30–35.
53. Oscar Bie, in Berliner Börsen-Kurier, May 26, 1925, and January 4, 1926, quoted in

Jelavich, Berlin Cabaret, 171.
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